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The concern for nurturing language skills has engendered a force¬
ful influence in attuning educators to desirable experiences that would
foster optimum growth with the acquisition of these skills. Such force
is visible and audible in published educational journals, weekly and
daily telecasts, and in professional meetings at all educational strata.
This sensed desire and duty on the part of educators today emerge from
the understanding that our society is language oriented; that language
is a basic lifelong need which has the power to liberate or imprison
depending on the extent of ccmpetency possessed by the individual.
We are living in an era in which language has finally ccme into
its own. The extent to which our language influences our thinking and
behavior is being recognized more and more. Because of the nature of
our society, we are beginning to realize the importance of communication
in meeting the demands of an increasingly complex culture. We now real¬
ize how much of life is steeped in language, Bonaro Overstreet says that,
"language is the primary tool by means of which we both affirm our iden¬
tity and build relationships and understandings with the world around
us."^
It is a special human ability to use language; for added power to
deal with the world of people and things one must be able to use
^Bonaro W. Overstreet, "The Words That Are Ours," The P. T. A.
Magazine. XLII (March, 1965), 26.
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language well. Both children and adults need to put into words what
they feel and think to receive and transmit information and ideas.
Modem life is almost impossible to picture without the vast system of
mass communications that include books, newspapers, magazines, motion
pictures, radios, television, billboards and posters. One cannot real¬
ize how completely life is bound up with language until he tries to
imagine a world in which nothing was spoken, written, or printed, with
!
every person locked up in his private universe. It is, then, necessary
that the schools provide a curriculian that will give all children an
equal opportunity to attain language proficiency that will equip him to
compete in today's world.
When a child enters school, he knows language.
From the moment of birth the child finds himself in contact
with the world of language. The sound and the physical
actions which accompany certain vocalizations soon come to
have meaning for the child. Long before he is physiologi¬
cally able to use the words symbols of his native language
the small child will communicate with those who are close
to him by means of facial expressions, bodily movements,
and the seemingly meaningless sounds which he can produce,
Strickland further supports this point of view by pointing out
that the acquisition of language is more than the mechanical mastery of
sound; it represents operation of comparatively high degree of intelli¬
gence in order that meaning is related to the sound symbols of human
2
speech.
For years now the child has been listening and speaking. The
spoken language to which he has been exposed will influence his ability
to read and write, Edgar Dale, in discussing the vocabulary development
^Albert H, Shuster and Melton E. Ploghoft, The Emerging Elementary
Curriculum (Columbus, Ohio: Charles E, Merrill Co,, 1964), p. 198.
^Ruth Strickland, Language Arts in the Elementary Schools (Boston:
D. C. Heath and Co,, 1959), p, 69.
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of the underprivileged child says:
It is in the environing culture that we must look for
those factors vdiich inhibit the language development
of underprivileged children with resultant meager
vocabulary and inadequate sjmtax. The underprivileged
are usually ghettorized, concentrated in the inner city
or its fringes, do not freely associate with suburban
children. There is little communication defined as the
sharing of ideas and feelings in a mood of matuality.^
Language, then, is the basis of all learning. It opens the doors
to concepts, since ideas are expressed in words. Facts and knowledge
are meaningless unless one has mastered the tools of communication by
which facts are acquired and knowledge learned. Words are the medium
of knowledge. While one learns through observation, experimentation
and experience, he "thinks in words," Language is needed to develop
concepts, identity and solve problems, share ideas, clarify and extend
meanings and acquire skills. Language is the vehicle for using and
expressing the imagination. The writer is interested and concerned
that the curriculum of the schools meets the problem of providing
universal access to language proficiency. Language is necessary for a
complete understanding of all other subjects. It crosses the lines, of
time, grade and subject.
Authorities agree that one of the more prevalent needs of groups
Identified as culturally deprived is that of language competence. For
these learners, the best educational motivations possible must be avail¬
able, For these learners, the familiar system of oral communication is
incompatible to a degree with academic success. Therefore, the best
educational motive possible must be available. Of concern is the
general "mode" of the communication rather than specific content,
^Edgar Dale, "Vocabulary Development of the Underprivileged Child,"
Elementary English, XLII (November, 1965), p, 792.
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"To ask the pupil to use language differently,
to qualify verbally his individual experiences,
to expand his vocabulary , , , to generalize. . .
is a situation , , , of linguistic change , , , His
natural responses . , , unacceptable, it is a be¬
wildering, perplexing, isolated, and utterly
defenseless position which ensures almost certain
failure unless the teacher is very sensitive to
the child's fundamental predicament,^
It is of primary concern that the classroom teacher provide each
child with educational experiences which will extend the effectiveness
of the child's oral use of language into ever growing power and
artistry. It is with this awareness that this research study was
undertaken.
Evolution of the Problem
The writer is presently employed as a fifth grade teacher at
Edmund Asa Ware Elementary School in Atlanta, Georgia, At the
beginning of the 1965-66 school year, this school was designated to be
an urban laboratory for a'five year period to upgrade education among
culturally different children. This project is funded by the Ford
Foundation and is conducted by the Atlanta Board of Education, Atlanta
University, and Emory University,
After careful examination of the achievement level of the pupil
population of the school by the reading specialist and faculty one of
the more pertinent areas of concern was the means of improving oral
language abilities of these children. Thus, the writer became inter¬
ested, in examining these children's language patterns and
^John P, DeCecco, The Psychology of Language, Thought and
Instruction (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1967),
p. 99.
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in devising methods, materials and activities that would effectively
aid in the achievement of this goal and be readily accessible to her
and other elementary teachers with similar pupil populations and concern.
The writer is aware of the multiplicity of available materials,
books, and activities pertaining to the problem. It is the writer's
intent to examine the available data and plan a resource unit that will
reflect the best available collection from noted authorities and con¬
clusive research.
Contribution to Education
This study was directed toward analyzing specific oral language
patterns that are presented by a selected pupil population. It is felt
that such findings will prove helpful to both the inexperienced and
seasoned teacher in providing the theoretical and practical aspects of
a good framework for developing the oral language powers of children.
It is hoped that the results of this study will favor educational
knowledge in the following ways:
1. That it will produce significant information as
to the existing language patterns of the local
school population.
2. That it will stimulate the Interest of others
for continuous evaluation of these language
patterns.
3. That it will produce Information that will
influence modernization of today's language
arts curriculum.
Statement of the Problem
The problem was to determine the oral language patterns of
thirty-five fifth grade children who are native members of an urban
Georgia Negro Community.
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Purpose of the Study
The major purpose of this study was to identify common speech
variants characteristics of Negro children in an urban Georgia community
which may be classified as non-standard in pronunciation and usage, A
further purpose of the study was to develop, on the basis of data
gathered was a resource unit for promoting the acquisition of standard
English speech. Specifically, the study propose to:
1, Analyze and describe speech samples of fifth
graders in terms of usage, sentence structures
and pronunciations,
2, Identify those usages, structures and pronun¬
ciations considered non-standard when compared
with language texts and pronunciations aids used
by fifth grade children,
3, Present data from available research which will
assist teachers in the evaluation and diagnosis
of abilities in the oral language skills and give
direction for their improvement,
4, Develop a manner of presentation, approach and
provision for fostering standard speech patterns,
5, Suggest materials, activities and books for help¬
ing pupils gain proficiency in effective oral
communications,
6, Draw implications which will be significant in
providing language experiences for a disadvan¬
taged group.
Definition of Terms
1, "Non-standard speech patterns" structural patterns
that vary identifiably from a recognized Standard
English pattern,
2, "Structure" sjmtax, or word order of an oral or
written unit of communication,
3, "Oral language" the use of spoken words to express
feelings, convey thought, communicate meaning, or
influence behavior,
4, "Analysis schedule" an inventory t3rpe list showing
the constituents of the oral errors focused on in
this study.
5. "Resource unit" a collection of materials,
activities, and resources related to an area
of specific subject, organized so that it is
functional to the teacher in planning his own
unit of work for a specific class or situation.
6, Usage - the particular form or sense in which
words are actually used.
Limitations of the Study
The study was limited to a selection of informal tapes chosen by
the grade chairmen of E, A, Ware School, The study was further limited
to an investigation of only those factors considered as stated in the
purpose as they relate to language development. Finally, the judgment
of the writer and advisors was the main criterion of this study.
Locale and Period of the Study
This study was conducted within the Atlanta University Center and
the Public Library in the city of Atlanta, Georgia, Collecting,
assembling and treatment of the data, the writing of the research re¬
port was performed during the summer of 1967,
Description of Materials
The materials used in this study were informal tapes of conversa¬
tions with fifth grade pupils and analysis-schedules which were
constructed by the writer. The analysis-schedules used in this study
reflect the more prevalent speech variants characteristic of these taped
conversations. The transcription of the tapes is found in the appendix
of this study.
Method of Research
The method of research used for this study was the descriptive
survey. This method provided an appropriated method for procuring data.
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Procedural Steps
The writer used the following steps to execute the basic purposes
of this study:
1. Surveyed and summarized the related literature
2, Secured tapes to be analyzed
3. Transcribed each tape
4, Constinicted analysis-schedules
5. Analyzed tapes on basis of analysis-schedules
6. Developed Resource unit
7, Organized and classify data
8, Presented conclusions, implications, and reccsnmendations
Survey of Related Literature
A survey of literature significant to this study was reviewed by
the writer. The following pages will reflect the more pertinent aspects
of this literature as it relates to characteristics or oral language
social influences for language development, effective instruction for
language development,,and listening and speaking development.
Characteristics of Oral Language
Research has shown that a child's language development is related
to many variables. Conditions such as Impaired hearing, poor physical
health, and an immature nervous system are factors which might determine
his degree of success in the ability to communicate orally.
When considering the language development of the child one would
do well to remember that more than anything else, language is a social
tool which the child uses to extend, analyze, and interpret his personal
experiences. Oral language development results when "we think things
through out loud," not necessarily from giving right answers.
9
Loban's longitudinal study, under contract with the United States
Office of Education, studied the language development of three hundred
and thirty-two selected children. One of the most significant features
to emerge from his work was that not basic sentence patterns, but what
is done to achieve flexibility within patterns proves to be a measure
of proficiency with language. He cautions against too much attention to
structure at the expense of emphasizing successful communication, Loban
further emphasizes that instruction can and should do much more than it
has with oral language. The lack of skill in using speech will prevent
children's mastery of written language on the basis of his findings,
Loban concludes that competence in the spoken language is a necessary
basis for competence in writing and reading,^
Juanita Williamson has begun in a Memphis study of the speech of
the students in those high schools whose student body is presently
totally Negro, In an earlier phonological and morphological study of
the speech of the Negro of Memphis, Williamson had described the
standard and substandard dialects of the area. From her findings, in
this earlier study, she concluded that there is no appreciable differ¬
ence in the phonemic system of the Negro and white speakers of the area.
She also found that Negroes on a comparable educational level with the
white speakers use the same morphological and syntatic patterns as the
white speakers. The data for her current research study will be gathered
by helpers using tape recordings of regular classes, phonetic transcrip¬
tions and interviews of a random nxmaber of students outside the classroom
situation, Williamson hopes that her study will reveal what percentage
^Walter Loban, The Language of Elementary School Children.
(Champaign, Illinois; National Council of Teachers of English, i963),
pp, 87-88.
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of the students in a class used substandard forms and what these forms
are. From an examination of tapes and the phonetic transcription she
will describe what are the features of the speech of the high school
students,^
Templin conducted a study of the language development of four
hundred and eight children, setting up rigid criterion of home environ-
2
ment and socio-economic status of the parents. Much of the basic
methodology and view of language was based on significant findings of
Dorothea McCarthy in her study of language development of preschool
children published in 1930, Later Edith Davis utilized and expanded
this approach,^ Templin*s study goes beyond these earlier efforts in
that she collected samples of children's articulation of speech sounds,
sound discrimination, sentence structures, and vocabulairy, thus showing
the interrelationships between all of these language skills, Templin's
study revealed that the often assumed superiority of girls over boys is
not entirely substantiated and that there is a possible effect of mass
media and other sources of stimulation on children's verbal performance,
since children show greater loquacity as they mature.
^Juanita Williamson, "Report On A Proposed Study of the Speech of
Negro High School Students in Memphis," Social Dialects and Language
Learning, (Bloomington, Indiana; National Council of Teachers of English,
1964), pp. 23-26,
Mildred C, Templin, Certain Language Skills in Children
(Minneapolis; University of Minnesota Press, 1957), pp, 143-152,
^Dorothea McCarthy, Language Development of the Preschool Child
("University of Minnesota Institute of Child Welfare, Monograph," Vol,
VI, No, 4; Minneapolis, Minnesota; University of Minnesota Press, 1930),
pp, 771-793,
^Edith A, Davis, The Development of Linguistic Skill in Twins,
Singletons with Siblings and Only Children from Age Five to Ten Years
("University of Minnesota Institute of Child Welfare, Monograph,*' Vol,
XII, No, 14; Minneapolis, Minnesota; University of Minnesota Press, 1937),
pp, 821-847,
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Social Influences for Language Development
William Labov in his presentation of data drawn from a study of
the New York City speech community, and primarily from a survey of the
speech of residents on the Lower East Side of New York found that there
was a continuous and measurable influence of social factors upon
language change. He also found that the use of language variants is
determined by a pattern of social and stylistic norms. Although Labov’s
study showed that the acquisition of Standard English is possible, he
was quick to point out that more extensive studies must be made before
language engineering for the lower classes can be successful. He
further stressed that since many homes of lower class and working people
do not provide the pressures toward upward social mobility that middle
class homes provide, the school must build, into the groups starting
from a level above the nursery school and going on through high school
a tolerance for practice in second role playing,^
Dr, Dominic R, Thomas studied several aspects of the language of
fifty Negro and fifty white kindergarten children living in a low socio¬
economic urban area. He compared the lengths of the sentences the two
groups used, the structure of their language, the grammatical errors they
made and the parts of speech and vocabulary they used. These language
products, gained through questions asked by the researcher and transcribed
by the use of tape recorders, were also compared to previously published
findings on the language of children not in the low socio-economic class,
Thomas concluded that on the basis of findings relative to the oral
language of Negro and white kindergarten children living in low socio-
^William Labov, "Stages In the Acquisition of Standard English,"
Social Dialects and Language Learning, (Bloomington, Indiana; National
Council of Teachers of English, 1964), pp, 77-103,
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economic areas, Negroes tend to be somewhat deficient in amount, matu-
rith, and accuracy of oral expression. He recommended that both users
and publishers of first grade reading texts be cognizant of the fact
that 50 percent of the words used by the children in this socio¬
economic level differed from the word lists of regularly published
first grade readers,^
Lee A Pederson reporting on his investigation of speech habits
among culturally deprived Chicagoans described some structural differ¬
ences in the speech patterns of indigenous and in-migrant Negroes.
Pederson found that standard verb forms in America are more important
social class indicators than standard pronounciation. Most of the
subjects taped for this study showed that the incidence of standard
verb forms was much higher than in other subjects taped. Pederson also
found that the incidence of the recessive form is highest among the
lower social class,^
Many researchers, particularly Pooley, have shown that the
objectives or fill-in examination is the least effective approach for
teaching children to communicate better. He emphasizes that language
patterns in need of correction must first be practiced orally if speak¬
ing desirable habits are to be established. He concluded that only after
a person uses language correctly at the oral level can he profit from
3
learning the rules of good language usage.
^Dominic R, Thomas, "Oral Language Sentence Structure and Vocabu¬
lary of Kindergarten Children Living in Low Socio-Economic Urban Areas,"
Elementary English,XLIII,(December. 1966), pp, 817-901,
^Lee A, Pederson, "Some Structural Differences in the Speech of
Chicago Negroes," Social Dialects and Language Learning (Bloomington,
Indiana: National Council of Teachers of English, 1964), pp, 77-103,
^Robert Pooley, Teaching English Usage, (New York: Appleton-
Century-Crofts, 1946), p, 265,
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Loban's study supports this point of view. He showed that what
teachers do to motivate language which requires elaborations, speaking
and precision of thought deserve more classroom time than attention to
errors in usage. He believes that the teacher must first interest
children in variations of language usage and conventions and then ex¬
ploit that interest with lessons sensitizing pupils to the implications
of such variations,^
A recognition of the importance of oral communication and reali¬
zation that speaking is a part of this dualism is imperative for improved
oral language akills. The educational pendulum has varied in the
emphasis focused upon the recognition and importance of speech in the
school curriculum from time to time. Recently among noted educated
there has been a growing awareness of the importance of speaking in the
language arts program.
The levels of development of speaking varies from individual to
individual. However, Strickland states the standards which evolve frcm
experience and advance progressively from level to level follow this
general sequence:
1, Emphasis on freeing the individual and encouraging
him to participate,
2, Emphasis on increasing recognition of responsibility
to others and the development of group consciousness.
3, Emphasis on interplay of ideas and meeting of needs,
4, Emphasis on responsibility for the value and the
truth of one's remarks,
5, Emphasis on the improvement of personal techniques
such as voice and mannerisms.
Walter D. Loban, op, cit,, p, 92
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6, Emphasis on training for leadership in the carrying
on of group purposes,^
It is important that children be aware that competence in the use
of oral language is paramount to learning. Most school learning
activities are conducted through language. There is no other effective
instruction for language development,
Harold G, Shane, et, al., discusses the factors that influence
the learner to interpret what he sees and hears. It is a proven fact
that children hear and see and speak with their experiences. The stories
they have heard, the televiewing they have done, the places they have
been, and the richness or poverty of their home and school environments,
for instance, have shaped their ability to interpret meaningfully the
verbal stimuli to which they have been exposed, Shane further empha¬
sizes that children’s interpretations and the sum of their past
2
experiences determine how they express themselves through speech,
Lucille Linberg exhorts the classroom teacher that they must
provide opportunity for much oral expression in our classrooms or else
admit that teachers and the schools are willing to settle for less than
the best in reading and writing. She further states that through his
use of oral language, a child can extend his speaking sense of his own
worth. A child needs to hear the sound of his own voice, to become
3
aware of himself in the presence of persons who listen to him.
^Strickland, op, cit,, p. 185,
^Harold G. Shane and et. al.. Language Arts Instruction in the
Elementary School, (Columbus, Ohio; Charles E, Merrill Books, Inc,,
iq62), pp. 112-113.
^Lucille Linberg, "Oral Language or Else." Elementary English
XXXXII (November, 1965), p. 760,
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Listening and Speaking Development
Competency in oral language requires a growing command of the
skill needed to make oral language work for the individual. Among
these are a growing awareness of the responsibilities for both the
listener and speaker; an appreciation of the effects of oral language
on oneself and others; a growing sensitivity to the influence of
different purposes for communications on oral language activity; and
growing effectiveness in discussion.
Research does not yet reveal a clear picture of the nature of the
relationships between speaking and listening effectiveness. Whether or
not a valid measurable relationship exists has been questioned. Black
reports correlations between listening and speaking scores ranging ,02
to ,87, with a median of ,21,^ Evans study of early elementary school
age children report a high correlation between children's oral language
2
structure and their listening ability.
Both children and adults research concludes spend more time per
day listening than in any other communication activity. Two well known
studies point out the amount of time spent in listening. In 1928,
Rankin showed that adults spend 70 percent of their working day in
verbal communication and 45 percent of this time was devoted to listen¬
ing, Nearly twenty years later. Wilt found that children spent 57%
percent of their time in school in a listening situation. Wilt's
Ijohn W. Black, A Relationship Between Speaking and Listening.
Joint Project Report, May, 1962, Prepared by The Ohio State University
and Acoustic Laboratory (Columbus, Ohio; The Conference, 1933), p, 27.
^Annette V. Evans, "Listening Related to Speaking in the First
Grade," Unpublished Master's Thesis, Atlanta University, 1960,
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findings indicated that one of the major language activities for chil¬
dren listed by teachers was listening,^
Witty conducted a series of studies of children's television
viewing habits, an important fact brought out by this research is that
the television viewing listening time has increased considerably the
2total amount of time spent in listening,
Nichols has shown that the average person remembers only half of
what he has listened. No vigorous studies have been made of the
3effectiveness with which elementary school children listen. The fact
that pupils do not listen carefully may account for much waste of time
and some inefficiency in speaking.
It has been proved empirically that listening and speaking are
directly related, Strickland's recent experimental study added objective
evidence to support this observation. Her study demonstrated that there
is a higher relationship between speaking and listening than any other
tested variable. She stated:
The structure of children's oral language as
measured by the fluency of use of the common
structural patterns was more closely related
to listening comprehension than to any other
variable. Pupils who rate excellent in
listening comprehension used the common
structural patterns more frequently than did
%iriam Wilt, "A Study of Teacher Awareness of Listening As a
Factor in Elementary Education, Journal of Education Research, XLIII
(April,1950), 626-636.
^Paul Witty and Paul Kinsella, "Televiewing: Some Observation
from Studies 1949-1962," Elementary English. XXXIX: 8 (December, 1962)
772-779.
^Ralph T. Nichols and Leonard A, Stevens, Are You listening (New
York: McGraw Hill Book Company, 1957), p, 225,
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pupils who rated poor. Fewer short utterance
were used by those pupils who ranked high in
listening comprehension.^
The listener, not the speaker, is the prime director of the leam-
2
ing process. The listener controls the input of oral communication,
because only in listening is there no overt control over the flow of
words. The speaker is able to stop his words, the reader can put down
his pen. In each instance, there is no visible involvement in the
activity. It is only the listener, however, who remains visibly involv¬
ed.
Educators support the fact that a requisite for success in
language is verbal fluency. Edmonds found that the socio-economic
level of the pupils he observed is a valid prediction of speaking verbal
ability. He also found that the differences between boys and girls are
no greater within deprived groups than within advantaged groups.^
It is important that children be aware that competence in the use
of oral language is paramount to learning. Most school learning
activities are conducted through language. There is no other subject
matter so closely related to learning as is oral language. Through
dissemination and extended efforts to build classroom programs around
this knowledge the acquisition of speaking skills by elementary children
will be improved considerably.
^Ruth Strickland, The Language of Elementary School Children; Its
Relationships to the Language of Reading Textbooks and the Quality of
Reading of Selected Children. Bulletin of the School of Education, Vol,
38, No, 4 (Bloomington, Indiana: Indiana University, 1962), p, 131.
^Emerald Dechant, Improving the Teaching of Reading (Englewood
Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc,, 1964), p. 95.
^William S, Edmonds, "Sex Differences in the Verbal Ability of
Socio-Economically Depressed Groups," Journal of Educational Research
LVIII (October, 1964), pi 63
Chapter II
ANA,LYSIS AND PRESENTATION OF DATA
Introduction
The purpose of this study was to analyze the speech patterns of
fifth grade children to determine (1) the most frequently used speech
patterns, (2) the most prevalent pronounciation errors, and (3) to
determine the extent of non-standard usage. The data collected from
these analyses were used to build a Language Arts resource unit designed
to correct pronounciation errors and to alleviate non-standard usage
within the framework of the child's normal speech patterns.
The recordings of the thirty children used in this study were
selected at random. The writer recorded informal conversations of fifth
grade Negro pupils. All of the pupils attend a public school located in
a large urban, southern community. The tapes include transcriptions of
18 girls and 12 boys. The socio-economic status of the pupils and the
ccmmunity have been designated as culturally deprived. The average in¬
come of the parents has been found to be less than $3000, The intelli¬
gence of the pupils is average. However, neither intelligence or sex
as factors were considered in this study.
The oral language used in this study was taped. These tapes were
informal and unstructured situations of conversations with fifth grade
children. The writer recorded only those conversations which occurred
when the children were unaware that they were being taped, A small
portable tape recorder was used to insure the spontaneity of the
18
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responses. At least 8 to 10 minutes of tape was used to provide a us¬
able sample for each child. The tapes were transferred to Audographs
and then transcribed into typewritten copies. The writer listened to
the tapes to insure the validity of the transcription and to note the
juncture, intonation, and meaning. For the purpose of this study, a
modified version of Ruth Strickland's schema for analyzing children's
language was used.
The transcriptions were divided into segments. These segments
have been given various names by educators when analyzing the spoken
language of children or adults, Strickland refers to this segment as a
phonological unit—"a unit of speech ending with a distinct falling
intonation which signals a terminal point," The term p-unit will indi¬
cate a phonological unit which represents a combination of communication
units, or a sentence. Another element found in this study was the
presence of the non-structural elements, which were isolated, Strickland
assigned the term mazes to this tangle of language which did not make
semantic sense and which was impossible to classify phonologically or
semantically,^ The writer used the term non-structural elements to
designate the language tangles. The bracketed portion of the following
transcription are examples. The diagonal lines mark off the communica¬
tion units used to determine structural patterns:
My brother and me we went down to the library/ and we
didn't that was our first time going/ and so we came
to two doors up 'tween some buildings/ and so we
ended up on the right street/
The writer made a careful study of each child's transcription
^Ruth Strickland, The Language of Elementary School Children:
Relationship to the Language of Reading Textbooks and the Quality of
Reading of Selected Children, Bulletin of the School of Education,
XXXVIII, No, 4 (Bloomington, Indiana: Indiana University, 1962), p, 131,
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after the segmentation and correcting was completed. At least ten
sentences were typed and duplicated by the writer using Strickland’s
modified design. Each sentence was analyzed for sentence structure,
usage, and pronounciation.
The following organizational divisions were employed by the
writer for presentation of the data for this study: (1) the analysis of
oral language samples for structural patterning, (2) the analysis of
oral language samples for variant usage, and (3) the analysis of oral
language samples for variant pronounciation.
The Analysis of Oral Language Samples for Structural
Patterning
Structural patterns
The key for analyzing the syntactic structure for each of the
sentences used in this study was devised by Ekhtiar, a member of the
project staff of Strickland's team. This formula was later refined and
validated by five specialists in linguistics and used by both Strickland
and Loban in separate studies. The original scheme of analysis was com¬
prised of two levels. For the purpose of this study an adaptation of
Level I was used. Omitted from this study and used in the original key,
were the symbol designating a prior pattern, a connector, and the symbol
for a short utterance. The following is an explanation of the key accord'
ing to Strickland:^
W Denotes a question word which occurs in the initial
position of an interrogative,
1 The subject of the sentence,
22 Denotes the verb of the sentence,
(2) Denotes an atixillary verb which helps the verb but
does not convey an independent meaning.
^Strickland, op, cit.
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2b Denotes a verb which shows the passive verb,
3 Denotes the indirect object of the sentence,
4 Denotes the direct object of the sentence.
5 Denotes the preducate nominative of the class of the
verb to be
M The syntactic segments which "moves" or has no fixed
place in the sentence.
Movables showing an expression of place,
M2 Movables showing an expression of manner.
M3 Movables showing an expression of time.
M^ Movables showing an expression of purpose,
M3 Movables showing the preposition plus the indirect
object,
+ Denotes a connector which joins structural sentences or
sentence segments together.
The following example shows communication wide or segments as
analyzed for this study according to the schema presented above:
1, caught a bus Pattern identified as: 124
12 4




3, If I don*t come there Pattern identified as: M^ 124+
M4
she takes the book
12 4
and put it up.
4, My mo+her had a stroke Saturday. Pattern identified as:
1 2 4 M3 1 2 4 M3
After processing the sentence segments, it was revealed that a
total of sixty-seven patterns were used. Some of these patterns appeared
with high frequency. Other patterns appeared more infrequently, while
many appeared only once.
In the study by Strickland the five patterns that ranked highest
were patterns whose component parts had slots that remained stationary
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TABLE I
RANK ORDER AND FREQUENCY OF THE STRUCTURAL PATTERNS






12 4 1 33
12 3 4 2 14
M3 1 2 4 3 13
1 2 3 M4 3 13
1 2 4 M4 4 12
M3 1 2 4 Mj^ 5 11
M4 1 2 4 6 9
M4 1 2b 4 6 9
12 3 7 7
1 2b 4 7 77
1 2 M5 7 7
M3 1 2b 4 7 7
1 2b M4 8 6
1 2 M4 8 6
12 4+ 9 5
1 2 Mj^ 9 5
M4 1 2 M4 9 5
1 2b 3 9 5
1 2b 3 4 9 5
1 2 3 M5 9 5
1 2 4 Ml 9 5
M3 1 2b M5 10 4
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and immovable within the pattern. The writer’s findings of the sub¬
jects oral language in this study revealed that of the five highest
ranking patterns whose component parts had slots that were movable and
moved within the patterns. The patterns most frequently used and the
rank order o| frequency for this study are presented in Table I,
Non-structural elements
Many of the transcriptions included words and phrases that were
not pertinent to the essential meaning of the taped conversations. These
non-structural elements included noises such as, "uh", "er", etc,; false
starts such as "well he", "well", etc,; The number of non-structural
elements used are shown in Table II for each subject. Unlike the
findings in the Strickland study where more than one half of the total
number of non-structural elements was found to appear at the beginning
of the phonological unit, this writer found an corresponding number
appearing in the final position of the phonological unit.
Repetition
Repetition of words or phrases were counted separately from the
non-structural elements in this study. These include repeated words
essential to the meaning of the sentence segments such as "he"—"he",
"I don't"—"I don't". The number of repetitions for each subject was
relatively low in frequency. The frequency of the repetitions appear .
in Table II of this study,
P-Unit Lengths
The phonological units used by the subjects were of varying
lengths. They were described in terms of mean number of communications
units. The number of such segments appeared at a minumum of a mean of
6,8 to a maximum of a mean of 13 communication units per p-unit of
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TABLE 2
THE NUMBER OF WORDS IN NON-STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS, THE MEAN










1 7 7.6 2
2 14 10.6 4
3 7 9.9 0
4 7 13.0 0
5 11 8.6 1
6 19 10.4 8
7 5 10.2 0
8 2 9.5 1
9 2 13.0 0
10 3 8.7 0
11 4 9.6 0
12 3 7.4 0
13 3 7.4 0
14 4 10.8 0
15 4 10.7 0
16 5 11.3 0
17 2 12.8 0
18 3 8,2 0
19 21 6.8 4
20 6 12.0 0
21 1 10.6 0
22 11 10,7 3
23 3 8.5 0
24 6 7.0 0
25 4 9.8 0
26 4 12.2 4
27 10 12.3 0
28 10 10.2 4
29 18 10.8 0
30 7 7.6 0
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sentence. The average sentence length was 9.9 canmunication units per
p-unit. The writer noticed no significant differences in the length of
the sentence segments of boys and girls. The sentences were more com¬
plex in structure than might be normally supposed when analyzing
sentences from a group comprised of this socio-economic level. The
mean length of the sentences for each subject is shown in Table II of
this study.
The Analysis of Oral Language Samples
for Variant Usage
The convention characterizing standard English has been defined
S
by many grammarians and linguist. Fries defines the term as, "a set of
language habits in which the major matters of the political, social,
economic, educational, religious life of this country is carried on,"
' V
To these language habits is attached a certain social
prestige, for the use of them suggests constant re¬
lations with those responsible for the important
affairs of our communities. It is this set of language
habits which is the "standard" not because it is any
more correct than other varieties of English; it is
"standard" solely because it is the particular type of
English used in the conduct of the important affairs of
our people. It is also the t5T>e of English used by the
socially acceptable of most of our communities, and in¬
sofar as that is true it has become social or class
dialect in the United States,^
l
The definition as stated by Fries has been written by a recognized
authority. It is particular applicable to a study of this type because
no attempt is made to place value judgment on usage variants defined
herein. For the purpose of this investigation, the researcher has
defined usage as the particular form or sense in which words are actually
used.
^Charles Carpenter Fries, American English Grammar (New York;
Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1940), p. 13,
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The distribution of usage errors ia presented in Table III of
this study. The table shows that there were three hundred twenty
eight communication units in the transcribed tapes. In tallying the
non-standard usages the researcher found two hundred twenty-one errors.
More errors were made in the area of subject-verb agreement than in
any other area. Significantly every subject committed some errors in
this area. There were one hundred and six errors made in subject-verb
agreement or a percentage of 47,96 of the total usage errors. It was
found that the use of colloquialisms in the speech samples made up the
second largest number of errors. Thirty-six instances were noted or
16,29 percent. Twenty nine examples of omissions of words were found
which accounted for 13,12 percent of errors in usage. There were
seventeen instances where double negatives were used or 7,69 percent.
Fifteen errors or 6,79 percent were tallied in the use of redundancy
in the subject oral language. Only nine errors were found in the
subjects* use of double negatives or 4,09 percent. The smallest number
of errors were counted in the subjects* use of slang. The researcher
noted only three instances where slang was used or 1,36 percent. The
range of total usage errors ranged from a low of three errors to a
1
high of eighteen errors.
Subject verb agreement
In checking non-standard language usage, the use of verb,
specifically agreement of verbs with subjects, was the principal
deviation from standard usage. For the taped subjects, using the verb
to be proved to be extremely vexatious. Most of the subjects seemed
to have very little conception of this verb. One subject, trying to
explain how she felt when her mother did not give her praise for the
CO T-< 00 00 O -d- 'sf* VO CO voo>r> CO
1-1 C^J CO CNi
T—I I—I •sf in CvJ CO CO CM CM r-l CM C
rH CO CM iHI CM CO
T—I CM m CM m rH CO CM
1-1 00 CM vO m cm i-M >d* r-l CO CO CO cm COCOCO<^OOmM^COCMM^<
O r-l CM 1-1 o CO O O O rH O O O O CM r-IOMtOr^Or-IOOO^
rM rM i—I rM rM rM i—4 r-l t—I i-M r-l i—I i—I i—I i—I i-M r-4 i—I i—I i—I i—I r-l rM iH rH i
(
CO <*• m VO r** 00 o> o r-i cm co mj- m o ooovOi-icMco<i-Lnvor^<
f—I r-l r-l rM i—I r-l r-l r-l r-lr-4CMCMCMCMCMCMCMCM
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work she does at home expressed her feelings in the following way;
, , , , something that bothers me is when I be
cleaning up I be doing the best I could/ I be
trying to clean up/ My mama make me clean up
again
Using the third person singular proved to be nearly equally
as troublesome. The deviations provided by this analysis will provide
\
needed information about those areas in grammar which need emphasis in
the classroom.
Approximately 10% of all errors in subject-verb agreement re¬
sides with the use of Be in the infinitive form. Significant findings
revealed by this study was the reversal of subjects with the verb
found in the oral language samples of the subjects. The third person
singular verb was used with the first person pronoun; the first person
singular verb was used with the third person singular pronoun; the
third person plural verb was used with the third person singular pronoun.
A visual of these findings is shown in Table IV,
Omission of words
The low frequency found in the omission of words might suggest
that the subjects felt at ease and unhurried. Since all of the taped
conversations were of informal topics within the subjects* immediate
experiences they had command of a vocabulary necessary to make them¬
selves understood, which might account for the low incidence in the
omission of words.
Redundancy
The researcher found a significantly low frequency in this area.
Only seven out of thirty subjects were redundant at any time. The in¬


















































(name of thing) open
(name of person) go
(name of thing) be
(name of person) name
(name of person) make
(name of person) say
(namife of Person) mess up
(name of person) don't be
(name of person) get












as: "follow behind," "fix it over again" and "out from."
Colloquialisms and Slang
These categories were counted separately when analyzing the
speech^ patterns but, because of the similarity in meaning of the two
terms, the investigator is presenting this data as one item. There
was little of the colorful language present in the subjects* speech.
The investigator feels that the low frequency of this tjrpe of language
might be accounted for in that the subjects always spoke in the pre¬
sence of an adult figure, even when conversing with each other.
Double subjects
Eleven of thirty of the subjects used double subjects at least
once in their conversations. It was felt by the researcher, after care¬
ful appraisal of the tapes, that in most instances this non-standard
speech occurred when the subjects felt strongly about a topic or in
instances when the subjects felt the need to give added emphasis.
Examples of the subjects* use of double subjects for adding emphasis
was noted in such expressions as "My mama she be getting at me," and
"my oldest sister she don’t help me,"
Double Negatives
This investigation revealed that double negatives were used by
seven of thirty subjects. This accounted for a small proportion of the
total non-standard usage found in this study. The researcher felt that
the subjects used double negatives for emphasis. For example: "I wish
I didn't have no sisters," and "You can't never get nothing when you
have sisters,"
Non-standard word order
Because of the maturity of the group, little evidence of non-
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standard word order was found in this investigation.
Authorities are in agreement that standard word order and/or
syntax is established early in the development of children's language.
Templin in her study of children's language skills, states it thusly:
"Various aspects of the verbalizations of children can serve as
indicators of the level of maturity in language development.^ Less
than 6,6 percent of the sample was found to commit this error.
Examples of this non-standard usage can be noted in this sample:
"When him and him got to fighting," and "I wouldn't all the time be
taking care of them."
The Analysis of Oral Language Samples
for Variant Pronounciation
An analysis of the non-standard pronounciation in the speech
samples of the subjects revealed three hundred thirty-one errors.
Many current investigations are concerned with the use of speech
sounds in meaningful words and conversations. The use of recording
equipment is not efficient when recording must be done in many
different places under varying and often unsatisfactory acoustic
conditions. The high incidence of errors in pronounciation found in
this study indicates the need for more intensive investigation of the
speech patterns of these subjects and more intensive corrective work.
Omission of word elements
A survey of the findings on omission of word elements revealed
one hundred eighteen errors. This show that 35,66 percent of the
errors made in variant pronounciation were made in this area. When
^Mildred Templin, op.cit.. p. 74,
Mildred Templin, op.cit., p, 19,
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tallying the variant pronounciation, the researcher considered the
position of the sound error; whether it was Initial, final, or medial.
The initial errors usually occurred when prefixes were omitted such
as; "cause" for because, "gainst" for against, and "em" for them.
Medial errors occurred when the middle of the word was omitted. Ex¬
amples of this error was noted in such words as "e’rey" for "every",
and "gie" for "give". Nearly all of the final errors were noted when
V
the final part of the word was omitted. Examples of this error are
noted in words such as, "do" for "door", and "yo" for "your".
Substitutions
The largest Incidence of errors were noted in the area of
substitutions. One hundred seventy-six substitution; errors were
counted. The percentage of errors was 53,18, This area accounted for
more than the substitution errors. The three positions initial, medial
and final were considered. Examples of initial substitutions were "dem"
for "them", and "ef" for "if". In the medial position words such as
"git" for "get", and "mawning" for "morning". Examples of final
substitutions were "wid" for ^ith" and "outdoze" for "outdoors".
Elisions
In counting elisions found in the speech samples thirty-seven
errors were tallied. This area showed less than half as many errors
V.
as the next smallest division in substitution. The percentage of errors
was 11.16. Examples of elisions counted were "gonna" for "going to",
"lotsa" for "lots of", and "gimme" for "give me".
Chapter Summary
A careful appraisal of the analysis of the sentence structure
of the taped subjects revealed that;
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1, The structural patterns used by Strickland and Loban
could be easily adapted for use with a study of this
kind,
2, Several instructural patterns were used by the subjects,
however some patterns were used with higher frequency
than others,
3, More complex structural patterns were used by the
subjects than authorities had previously supposed.
Some of the theories postulated by Berstein about the
structural patterns of the deprived group is that they
use short, grammatically simple, often unfinished
sentences with a poor syntactical form stressing the
active voice,^
,4, The length of the sentence segments varied in length,
but revealed no significant differences according to
sex,
5, The non-structural elements usually appeared at the end
of segments. This might be due to limited vocabularies
of the subjects,
6, The ntmber of repetitions found in this study was not
significantly high. This might indicate that when
children have to talk about subjects within their own
experiences, they are loquacious.
Analyses of variant usages
On stimmarizing the research findings in usage, the following
significant variants are apparent:
1, The most frequent deviation from standard usage was noted in
the area of the use of verbs,
2. The subjects made the most frequent verb errors when using
the past tense of the verb to be,
3. Another area of major difficulty in the use of verbs
proved to be the third person singular,
4, There was noticeable low frequency when tabulating the
existence of slang in the majority of the pupils' conver¬
sations.
iBasil Berstein,'Social Structure, Language and Learning," The
Psychology of Language Thought and Instruction, ed, John P, DeCecco
(New York: Holt Rinehart and Company, 1967), p, 94,
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5. Double subjects and double negatives, the researcher
felt, were used in many instances for emphasis,
6, The lack of tenseness probably accounted for the
fluency in the speech patterns.
Summary of analyses of speech samples
The investigator found that;
1, Pupils had the greatest difficulties with omission of the
final consonant elements in words,
2, Substitutions of the ^ sound for the sound in words
was evident in most of the pupils speech,
3, There was a low frequency of elisions in the taped
speeches, ^
Summary of Presentation of Data
1, Several structural patterns, following the design for
the Strickland and Loban study, were found in this
study,
2, Subjects used in the study used more complex language
than subjects of comaprable background used in similar
studies,
3, There was a frequency of deviation from non-standard
usage in the use of verbs, particularly the verb to be,
4, Agreement of subject and verb using the third person
singular proved to be troublesome,
5, At least half of the subjects conversation gave evidence
of both consonant and vowel substitution,
A careful peirusal of the high frequency of errors and deviations
from non-standard usages provides a framework for planning a resource
unit designed to improve and eliminate these errors. The investigator
I
is presenting a resource unit in the subsequent chapter intended to













1 12 5 final ^
a for medial
final ^ for ow
final for
gonna for going to
2 10 6 medial ver
initial ^
^ for ±
final ^ for th
final berry for
brary
3 10 7 final ^
(2)final d
Medial ^ for ^ (2)hafta for have to
comta for come to
4 10 16 initial a
(2)initial be
final ^
initial for e '
medial j. for ^
medial ^ for
medial u for ^
medial ^ for
Medial ^ for e
hafta for have to
lotsa for lots of
chessa for chest of
alia for all of
gonna for going to





initial ^ for ^
initial ^ for ^
initial ^ for Ui







initial ^ for ^
initial _d for ^
medial u for ^
final for ^
giva for give her
7 10 17 initial
initial
final ^
(7)initial ^ for ^
medial _d for ^
medial ^ for _i
medial i. for e
final ^ for ^
gonna for going to
hafta for have to
8 13 6 initial
final ^
final a for _o
final for
lotsa for lots of
gonna for going to
9 10 9 initial ^
medial ver
initial _d for
initial ^ for as
(2)medial ^ for ^
medial u for ^
gimme for give me
gonna for going to
10 10 7 (3)final ^ (2)initial £ for e gonna for going to
oughta for ought to





(2)initial ^ for ^
(3) medial ^ for ^
wanna for want to
gonna for going to
Iniraa for I am
12 11 7 initial
initial h
final £
initial ^ for ^
medial u for ^
medial j. for ^
hafta for have to
TABLE V Continued
Number of Total Number Omission of Substitutions Elisions
Subjects Communication df"Errors Word Elements
Units




medial u for e
final ^ for ^ hada for had to




initial W for ca
medial odd for th
(2)medial ^ for _i
medial i. for ^
15 10 12 medial a
medial ^
Initial ^ for
medial ^ for ^
medial a for ^
medial ^ for ^
wanna for want to
puter for put her






(3)medial ^ for ^
medial _i for ^
final uz for aa
hasta for has to
17 12 12 initial a
medial ver
(2)final ^
initial ch for h
(2)medial je for J.
medial u for _i
(2)final at for ight
final ^ for as
final _t for ed
18 11 9 medial ver
final _t
initial ^ for _da
initial u for a
initial a for ^
medial _i for ^
medial u for ^
gonna for going to
lakta for like to
19 10 8 medial v
final
initial d for th
(2)medial a for _i
medial ^ for ^
(2)medial u for _i




medial a for ^
(2)medial ^ for j.
final a for ow
final le for lei
final ^ for w
dontcha for don’t you
21 10 8 medial ^
final d
final 1
initial d for ^
medial u for a
mfedial ^ for ^
medial a for i
final ^ for ^




(6) initial _d for th
initial a. for ^
initial uh for a
medial ^ for _se
medial ^ for u
medial u for e
final a for er
final uz for as
Chapter III
A lANGUAGE ARTS RESOURCE UNIT WITH EMPHASIS
ON USAGE AND PRONOUNCIATION
Introduction
Language Is the most powerful weapon mankind has to use. It is
the element that will reunify the instructional program in the modem
elementary classroom of today's school.
The ability to communicate effectively is a requisite for every
child and adult. The school bears the responsibility for insuring that
every child has the needed skills to communicate with the world around
him. Through effective language activities, the child will gradually
develop a feeling of the importance of language as it meets his needs
and serve his purposes in daily living.
An alert teacher is aware that only as the child participates in
activities will he leam the facts or skills that he needs. The mastery
of oral skills not only contributes to the development of correctness
and clarity in thinking and expression, but also helps to develop a
feeling of security in the use of langxiage. The more control the child
has over the technicalities or oral expression, the more confident he
will feel in trying to express himself. Mastery of skills contribute
to success, and success contributes to the building of self-confidence.
Confidence in the use of oral language is essential to the growth of
creative ability in using language.
The researcher is presenting this resource unit as a suggestive
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guide of activities to improve oral language abilities. The resources
offered in this unit were selected with particular attention given to
sentence structure, usage and pi^onounciation. The researcher based her
selection upon the findings of the analysis of the speech patterns of
fifth grade children. The resources included in this unit represent an
ejchaustive compilation of what the researcher felt was the best in films,
records, books and instructional aids.
The resource unit is presented in outline form and it includes
(1) general objectives, (2) specific objectives and suggested activities,
and (3) materials and resources. The suggested activities are designed
to satisfy the needs which were derived from the findings of this study.
Specific evaluation procedures are built into each set of activities.
However, the primary evaluation procedures which the researcher suggests
is the syntactic structural scheme. It can be used efficiently by the
teacher as an instrument to measure the extent of improvement which the
children exhibit as a result of participation in the suggested activities.
Instructions for its use are found in Chapter II,
Objectives
I, General Objectives
This unit is designed to help fifth grade children do the following
A, Use modes of oral communication that approach a standard
English norm in terms of (a) sjmtax, (b) pronounciation
and (c) usage,
B, Pronounce words with careful attention to initial,
medial and final sounds,
C, Describe experiences, ideas, objects precisely, using a
variety of adjectives, adverbs accurately and with some
feeling for mood, tone, color, etc,
D, Participate in dialogue and group discussion exhibiting
fluency of expression and flow of ideas.
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E, Listen so that they can respond logically to what has
been said, thereby exhibiting their ability to ex¬
change ideas,
F, Accept the ideas of others graciously and are willing
to take and give constiructive criticisms,
G, Exhibit security in the ability to express the ideas
freely to the group,
H, Show progress in the ability to communicate orally and
work continuously toward further improvement.
Suggested ActivitiesI,Sentence Structure
The findings in this study suggest that the subjects need to
gain more facility in using movables in oral language*. It is hoped
that the children can gain such facility through becoming involved in
the following activities,
A, Present a set of descriptive phrases to be used in an
original short stoiy. Record each child's story,





2, Suggested phrases to be used
a. Black smoke
b. Fire truck
c. Men in black coats
d. Children screaming
3, Suggested phrases for story 2
a. Thunder roaring
b. Lightning flashing
c. People with umbrellas
d. Dark sky
Make a list of other phrases such as these .
B, Read short stories to pupils from magazines, newspapers,
etc,
1, Read as far as the story problem
*In this resource unit all the sentences which are underlined
are specific objectives.
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2, Have children complete the story orally in good
sentence form,
C, Encourage role playing to act out problems or situations
D, Make bag or sock puppets
1, Oral Interpretation of known stories
2, Oral interpretation of original stories
E, Opportunities for pupils to relate story in sequence, each
child supplying a sentence
F, Oral interpretation of pictures from newspapers, nagazines
covers, or advertisements, (The Norman Rockwell pictures
are good,)
I
1, Have children to tell what has ahppened
2, Have children tell what is happening
3, Have children tell what may happen
G, Many opportunities for oral language presented in everyday
experiences which the teacher may adapt for use with
individual classes.
II Usage
As a result of the analyses presented in this study the subjects
have at least four specific usage needs. They need to (1) increase and
N
enrich their speaking vocabulary. (2) have an increased awareness of the
correct use of verbs (3) have an increased awareness of the reversal
tendencies in using the first and third person singular verb, (4) become
more proficient in using the verb "to be” correctly. The following
activities should be instrumental in satisfying these needs,
A, Make recordings of pupils’ informal language
1, Have pupils listen to their recordings
2, Have pupils check word usage with models
B, Listen to recordings of model sentences
C, Make a chart of correct verb forms so that pupils can refer
to the chart
D, Have pupils engage in short drills of the verb To Be,
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1, Use the recorder with jacks
2, Use the Language Master
E, Have children describe a picture or event
1, Self-evaluation of subject-verb, double negatives,
double subjects or word omission
2. Teacher evaluation of subject-verb, double negatives,
double subjects and word omission
F, Have children bring a collection of small objects in a bag,
1, Make up a riddle about the contents emphasizing a
particular verb
2, Listen for subject-verb agreement
3, Listen for omissions
4, Listen for repetitions
G, Have children collect comic strips without words and make
original stories,
H, Cut out faces of people with different facial expressions
1, Have pupils tell how they look
2, Have pupils tell how they think they feel
3, Have pupils tell why they feel that way
I, Play the sentence game
1, Begin with a word that tells who
2, Add a word that tells what they did
3, Add a word for a thing
4, Add a word that tells what kind or color
5, Add words that tell when
J, Have the children discuss and describe a game, TV program,
book object, etc,
K, Record pupils impression of the funniest, saddest, etc,
L, Make a large yellow spotlight and fasten it to the floor.
Give each child an opportunity to come up and get in the
spotlight. Let him answer questions about himself, his
family, pets, etc.
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M, Evaluate the activities by pupils in terms of the usage
errors found in Chapter II,
III Pronounciation
The subjects in this study have three specific needs with regard
to pronounciation. They need to (1) have an increased awareness of
letter substitution in words, (2) have an awareness of the sounds in
words especially "th", "e" and "i", and (3) have an increased awareness
of word endings. The following activities are suggested to satisfy
these needs:
A, Instinict the class how to make the sound of £,
1. Open the jaws slightly
2, Lift the tongue slightly
B, Have pupils read sentences such as these
1, The hen is in the pen,
2, You may get the eggs,
3, He met ten men,4,- My pet got wet,
5, The egg was red,
C, Check pupils' ability to distinguish between a sound





D, Have pupils supply the missing words to sentences featuring
a particular sound
1, A plirnip little hen, hen, hen.
Lived in a , , , ,
2. Piggies in a pen, pen, pen.
In all there are *. »
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E, Instruct pupils how to make the ^ sound,
1, Let the tongue peek between the teeth
2, Blow gently
F, Use the recorder and/or the Language Master to record
these words
1, this father with with
2, their other myth
3, them, etc, brother cloth
G, Record the following sentences;
1, Mother and father will go to the races there*
2, Father will take his brother with him,
I '>
3, Do you want this or that?
4, Do they like this weather?
5, Their brother is with them,
H, Place pictures of things with ^ sounds on bulletin board
and have pupils discuss them,'
I, Similar activities may be used with other sounds
Materials and Resources
Books for Teachers
Abner, Louise and Miniace, Dorothy. This Way To Better Speech, New
York: World Book Company, 1940,
Arbuthnot, Mary Hill, Time for Poetry. Chicago; Scott, Foresman &
Co., 1952,
Brooks, Nelson. Language and Language Learning, New York: Harcourt,
Brace and World, Inc,, 1964,
Brown, Helen A, and Heltman, Harry J, Read-Together Poems. New York;
Row, Peterson and Company, 1961,
Keppie, Elizabeth et al. Speech Improvement Through Choral Speaking.
Magnolia, Massachussetts; Expression Company, 1956.
Kibbe, Della E. and LaBrant, Lou I. Handbook of English for Boys and
Girls. Chicago: Scott, Foresman and Company, 1939.
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Scott, Louise Binder and Thompson, J, J. Speech Ways. St, Louis:
Webster Publishing Company, 1962,
, Phonics, St. Louis: Webster
Publishing Company, 1965,
Stephens, Ada Dawson, Providing Development Experiences for Young
Children. New York: Columbia University, Bureau of Publica¬
tions, 1952,
Strickland, Ruth G. The Language Arts in the Elementary School.
Boston: D, C, Heath and Company, 1957.
Wagner, Guy and Hosier, Max, Strengthening Language Skills With
Instructional Games, Darien, Connecticut: Teachers Publishing
Company, 1964,
Nemoy, Elizabeth and Davis, Serena. Correction of Defective Consonant
Sounds. Boston: Expression Company, 1954,
Riper, Charles Van and Butler, Katherine G, Speech in the Elementary
School. Boston: D, C, Heath and Company, 1957,
Books for Children
Brown, Helen A, and Heltman, Harry J, Read-Together Poems. New York:
Row, Peterson and Company, 1961.
Chipman, Sylvia, The Child*s Book of Speech Sounds. Boston: Expression
Company, 1954.
Clodd, Edward. The Story of the Alphabet. New York: D, Appleton and
Company, 1952,
Coatsworth, Elizabeth. Nobody Listens to Andrew. Chicago: The Viking
Press, Inc., 1950.
Funk, Tom, I Read Signs. New York: Holiday House, 1962,
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Wittich, Walter Amo and Schuller, Charles F. Audio-visual Materials.
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Films and Filmstrips
The following films may be ordered from the State Department of
Audio-visual Materials: Order No,
Wavs to Better Conversation 2183
Listen Well, Learn Well 2165
... 1
Can You Tell It In Order 2419
Recognizing and Using Verbs 2656
Do Words Ever Fool You 2659
The following films and filmstrips may be ordered through the
Atlanta Public Schools Audio-Visual Department,
Order No,
Let*s Pronounce Well 421,5L
Syllables and Accents P,423,SA
Hearing Sounds in Words P,421.'2H
The Vowel, Backbone of a Syllable P,423,V
The Sentence P, 423,V
These full-color filmstrips may be ordered and added to the school*s
film library:
WORD DETECTIVE
Develops language skills and helps build vocabulary,
SOME WORDS MEAN TWO THINGS
Helps children choose the right words,
HOW WE COMMUNICATE WITH EACH OTHER
A comprehensive ovemiew of how ideas are transmitted.
GETTING TO KNOW THE RIGHT WORD




Popular Science Pxiblishing Company
New York, New York
SYLLABICATION AND STRUCTURE
Pupils are introduced to the process of syllabication; how
to use prefixes and suffixes; how to form plural and com¬
pounds; and word endings.
Jam Handy Corporation
New York, New York
Records
PHONICS FOR CHILDREN (331/3 L.P.)
A new and easy way to teach basic phonics. Alphabet blends,




SING 'N DO RECORD ALBUM (78 R.P.M.)
Unique, original, imaginative song stories for primary and
elementary school children. This is an ideal medium for
training in speech, coordination and instrument recognition.
Sing *N Do Company
Ridgewood, N. J,
A STUDY IN AURAL IMAGERY (78 R.P.M.)




The Instructional Handbook Series-Each book contains 48 pages.
They all measure 7" x 10%",
#323 - Together We Speak. More than seventy selected choral readings
arranged in sections that follow the seasons. Includes original
poems and seme old favorites,
#325 - Mending The Child*s Speech. Provides instruction in ear train¬
ing, tongue exercises, related speech activities. Drills
especially on the J., £, and sounds.
#329 - Fun With Language Arts. New activities and games to help children
feel, think, and express themselves more effectively. Provides
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practice for vocabulary growth, better listening habits, and
a gradual understanding of grammar,
#334 - Puppets For All Grades. Contains full directions for sack,
sock, stick, mache, ball, and new personality puppets with
ideas for using them in every area of the curriculum.
Instructor Teaching Aids
F. A, Owens Publishing Company
Dansville, New York
#9379 - Picture Word Builder — 36 objects on heavy cards die-cut so
only correct words may be inserted to complete the word and
picture matching.- Price $.60
#9001 - Words that Go Together -- Children learn spelling and vocabulary
^ with this game. Colorful picture-word cards are grouped accord¬
ing to category. Price - $1,65
#9512 - Words and Sentences Builder -- With letters of the alphabet and
basic words and simple sentences, or a small storj? of several




THE EXPERIMENTAL DEVELOPMENTAL PROGRAM






Early in the life of all children comes a period of interest in
talking. Many of these children come from homes where parents are in¬
sensitive and discouraging to this flood-tide of interest. If society
is to bridge the gap between these children and children from more
fortunate backgrounds in academic success, the teachers must make a
concentrated effort to foster educational experiences which will prepare
these pupils to achieve success in academic endeavors, A language arts
program that will insure these children against language poverty and
give them an appreciation of good dictation and clarity of comment with¬
out destroying their belief in their own worth, will permit successful
participation in today’s world,
Strickland makes the following observation in defining the school’s
obligation to these children:
Since not all children are privileged to grow up in
homes where English is well spoken, there are
differences in the quality of the usage children
bring to school. The school accepts the responsibi¬
lity for helping children expand, refine, and adapt
their language to serve many functions. It may at
times be called upon to help children add to their
wardrobe of language an almost totally new dialect
if the language they bring to school differs greatly
from the informal standard English which they will
need to learn to read and write.^




effective written communication. The writer has noted a growing concern
in recent educational journals about the effectiveness with which people
speak. The social and cultural exchange of ideas and practices are
normally expedited through listening and speaking. Without oral communi
cation man would be severely handicapped in today's world. There is a
crucial need to make careful appraisal of current practices in teaching
children to express their ideas with clarity, sensitivity and conviction
Effective oral communication depends upon effective oral language
teaching. Any practice that deviates from this goal restricts the range
and variety of communication which these troubled times demand.
It is essential that classroom teacher provides each child with
educational experiences which will develop, enrich, and refine the oral
language children bring from home, introduce him to different, more
definitive modes of expression, and extend the effectiveness of the
child's oral use of language into ever growing power and artistry. It
is with this awareness in mind that this research study was undertaken.
The investigator's interest and concern with the oral language of
children grew out of her work as a fifth grade teacher in an urban
public school. An appraisal of this school's instructional program by
the faculty and resource revealed that one of the vital areas of con¬
cern was the oral language abilities of the pupils. The writer felt
that a selective ccmpendium of resources for oral language would meet
the needs of both the seasoned and the unseasoned teacher in the class¬
room, Thus the evolution of this study was undertaken by the writer.
The problem involved in this study was to detemine the speech
patterns of fifth grade southern Negro pupils and to develop a resource
unit based upon a study of the analyses. The resource unit offered in
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this study provides objectives, activities and resources that the
writer feels will improve oral language of fifth grade children. The
writer also hopes that the findings of the speech patterns in this
study will stimulate continued evaluation of these language patterns,
and that the analyses of the language patterns will provide the basis
for modem curricular changes.
The purposes of this study was to identify three speech variants
existing in taped oral language samples: (1) sentence structure, (2)
usage, and (3) pronounciation, A further purpose of the study was to
develop, on the basis of the data gathered, a resource unit for pro¬
moting the acquisition of standard English speech. Specifically, the
t
study proposed to:
1, Analyze and describe speech samples of fifth graders in
terms of usage, sentence structure, and pronounciation,
2, Identify those usages, structures and pronounciations
considered non-standard when compared with language
texts and pronounciation aids used by fifth grade children,
3, Present data from available research which will assist
teachers in the evaluation and diagnosis of abilities
in the oral and give direction for thhir improvement.
On the basis of those common speech variants found, the writer
proposed to construct a resource unit which would reflect the best
available collection for the experienced and inexperienced teachers.
The study was limited to a selection of tapes for fifth grade
pupils. The study was further limited because the writer has a
southern background which might make her insensitive to many of the
non-standard speech patterns of the taped subjects. An Investigator
from a different geographical region might have been more sensitive
to these variant patterns
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The most significant deviation in usage was in subject-verb
agreement, especially with the use of the verb "to be". Increased
efforts must be directed toward an association of the use of verbs
1
with subjects. Pupils must be brought to an awareness of the things
in the world around them. Every effort must be made by the classroom
teacher to give the child an opportunity to discover that his own
thoughts and words can be improved. Models of standard speech must
be provided if we are to prepare the child to take his place in a
world in which communication is a way of successful living.
The research design used in this study was descriptive survey.
The study was conducted in Atlanta, Georgia during the summer of 1967.
Findings of the Study
The findings of the analysis of the speech patterns revealed
that;
1. An analysis of the speech samples, when analyzed for
structural patterns yielded 67 different patterns.
2. The most frequently used patterns were;
124 - Subject verb - direct object
1234 - Subject - verb - indirect object - direct
object
M2I24 - (expression of time) - subject - verb - object
123M^ - Subject - verb - direct - (expression of purpose)
124M^ - Subject - verb - indirect object - (expression
of purpose)
M2I24 - (expression of time) - subject - verb - indirect
object
These patterns were characteristic of of the communica¬
tion units analyzed.
There was only six instances of non-standard word of all
speech samples analyzed;
32Mg - object - verb - prepositional phrase is an
example.
3. The phonological units (sentence characteristic of the
speech samples varied in length from 3 to 16 segments or
communication units.
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4, The scheme used by Ruth G. Strickland for the analysis of
language patterns was found useful of the analysis of
structural patterns. The analysis schedule presented in
this study permitted the evaluation and diagnosis of
disabilities of oral language in terms of usage structure
pronunciation,
5, In all instances of variants verb usage, the subjects used
the third person singular verb with the first person
singular noun or pronoun, the first person singular verb
with the third person singular pronoun, and the third person
plural verb with the third person plural pronoun,
6, In this sample, the subjects did not use the second person
plural verb, and in only three instances was the second
person singular verb used,
7>. There were only three instances where slang and colloquia¬
lisms were used in the speech samples analyzed,
8, In all instances of variant pronunciation, the omission of
word elements occurred 33 percent of the time, but sub¬
stitution of sounds accounted for the largest percent of
errors occurring fifty-three percent of the time,
9, The most common omission error was the omission of prefixes
from words,
10, The most common substitution error was the use of "d" for
"th" and "1" for
11, A resource unit could be devised wherein objectives were
based upon variance in syntax, pronunciation and non-standard
usage.
Conclusions of the Study
The writer made the following conclusions based on the analysis
of the speech samples:
1, The speech of feubjects taped for this study is characterized
by:
a. Short, simple sentences
b. Few subordinate clauses and movable sentence elements
which make for the level of verbal competence required
for maximum success in academic endeavors,
2, That the subjects do, in fact exhibit a code of communica¬
tion which is characteristic of the lower socio-economic
groups.
3, The samples subjects are Insensitive to the standard use
of verbs, therefore exhibit severe difficulties with sub¬
ject verb agreement.
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4, The use of slang and colloquialisms is not a basic part of
the speaking vocabulary of the subjects sampled,
5, The subjects are not perceptive to sounds elements in words
therefore exhibit severe difficulties with omissions of
sounds and substitutions of sounds when speaking.
Implications of the Study
The findings and conclusions of this study warrants the following
implications;
1, That the instructional program of schools in which the pupil
population has been Identified as culturally deprived need
to make special effort in basic communication for these
learners,
2, That in situations where pupils* language has been identified
as non-standard more selective standards be used for teachers,
3, That further research on the language deficiencies of the
culturally deprived need to make greater use of systematic
language screens such as the S3mtactic structural scheme,
4, The major difference between the language patterns of
children vAo are and who are not culturally deprived lies
in the area of usage,
5, The language patterns of children who are and who are not
culturally deprived are quite similar in terms of sentence
structure.
Recommendations of the Study
Based on the findings of the analyses of the speech patterns of
the taped subjects, the investigator recommends that;
1, More intensive investigation be made of the oral language
patterns at different levels using a broader sampling of
the population,
2, An experimental investigation of the resources suggested in
the language arts resource unit be tested with children to
determine the effectiveness,
3, That first hand and vicarious experiences be provided for
these children to provide experimental resources for
language,
4, More opportunities for oral language practice be provided
in the school's curriculvim,
5, That the analysis schedule devised by the writer be used
as an evaluative instrument by classroom teachers.
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When I gota town with my mother well I look in the
window/ I see somethin pretty that I lak/ She don't/
She don't let me get it/ If I get it well she might
fuss at me/ Well and when I don't get it she'll ask
me why I didn't get it/ Patricial and me went down town/
And Particia decided we go window shopping/ So we went
in Rich's and Kessler's/ And Patricia wanted and Patricia
wanted to go to Davison's/ And she forgot where she wuz/
And so we end up all kinds of places/
My sister git on my nerves/ Because ereytime I go
somewhere she hafta go wid me/ And like ef she cain go
she go tell my mother/ And mama she be gitting at me/
My brother and me went down to the liberry/ We didn't
know that was our first time when we going/ So we came
two dozes up 'tween some buildings and ended up on the
right street/ And caught a bus uh we caught a bus/ And
it started raining hard on the bus/ We got off on the
corner and on another comer and we run home/
The thing that bothers me is my sister and work/ Because
if I want to go someplace I have to have them trailing
behin me/ Mama says, "You can let them go/" Another
thing that bothers me is work/ If I'm reading or playing,
she hasta call me/ And uh Deborah, cometa wash the
dishes/ And so if i don't come there she takes the book
away and put it up/ She takes uh she won't let me play
again/ When she do that I git so mad I do every thing
wrong/ Most of the time I hafta do if all over again/
What bothers me is making up my bed/ I have a big bed/
Every mawning when I git ready to make it up I have push
the bed out from against the wall/ I hafta put on a lota
pollows cause uh of if I don't it won't look right/ It's
a big bed 'cause uh when I get ready to cross it uh that
chessa drawers be in the way/ I have to go all the way
over the bed in order for me to fix it/ And I have to fix
it over again because I been layin on it/ Well, uh is it
right fuh me to clean up our house every week/ My mama
alia time she say she be tired/ When I have a little girl
I ain't gonna make hur clean up/
The thing that bothers me is my suster well and/ When I
have something lak potato chips and my my sister always
ask me fur some/ I say, "Naw Deborah, gone/ She says,
"Please, Ment, please,/ I say you don't give me nuttin'
you have/ I gone and give her some/ When she have sumin'
she don't give me none/ Something else that bothers me
is when I be cleaning up/ And den my mother uh something







the best I could/ My sisters nen have ereybody in
dere dancing and den/ I be trying to clean up/ And
my mama make her clean up agin/
The thing that bothers me is when I go to the store to
buy sunptum and everybody be axking for some/ And then
I say Naw/ And then I say gone yall/ And I keep on
sayin* I ain't gone gie em none/ And they keep axing
until I gie em some/ And den when I gie huh the whole
bag of potato chips/ Cause and er when I be cleanin'
up she when be cleanin' up my oldes sister she be out-
doze playin'/ And uh my liddle suster she be bringing
a gull name Deborah and Leroy/ They comes in our house
and put orangr juice on the flo/ And I jest had uh uh
mopped the flo up/ And they gone in dere beggin' and
mess up the glasses/
The thing that bothers me is uh when I gota the store
and/ My little susters want to go/ They'll cry until
my mama let em go/ They walk slow when they go/ That's
the reason I don't like dem to go/ Another reason they
make me mad is I'll hit (th)em and dey start to cryin'/
Dey tell my mama and she make me go up there and sit
down/ Den dey wants meta play wid dem/ I wisht I didn't
have no susters/ Den uh uh I wouldn't havta all the time
be taking care of 'em/ You can't never git nuttin' when
you have a lot of susters and brothers/
What makes me mad is my little brother/ He won't begin
to do what I say/ Everytime I him him he starts crying
and he he tell my grandmother/ I be the one who get the
whippin/ I have lots of marbles at home/ And when I get
ready to play he runs into the ring and he be scatterin
them out/ I tell my grandmother to make him give 'em to
me/ And she says you not suppose to have marbles anyway/
And she make me gie them to him/ Sometimes Quintero make
me mad/ When Mrs, Collins go out of the room she start
beatin on the desk and makin a lotta noise/ We say we
gonna tell Mrs. Collins on her/ She says I don't care/
The thing that bothers me is other children over here
where I stay/ It's this little bitty girl She jest hangs
around me all the time/ She makes me mad cause erey where
I go she just followers behind me/ And I go hide some¬
where when she comes looking for me/ When she starts
crying I just run on and den/ Sometimes when I be going
to the store and have money she sey gimme some/ Sometimes
I sey I'm going to the store for your mother/ Sometimes
when I do have some money and I be going to the store she
be axing for some/ Another thing that bothers me is when
Victoria and Armentha be ober here making faces at me/
They all the time get me in trouble/
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Subject 10 One thing that bothers me so bad is when I be clean¬
ing up and my daddy go in there/ My mama tell him
to gota bed/ He get in my bed/ Then my bed is mussed
up/ My daddy mess up my room/ My mama says, "your
daddy messed up yo* room/" I ain't gon clean it back
up/ Clean it yo sef/ En so she said you oughta tell
yo daddy to stop messin up yo room/ En so I told
daddy en he said 0 K/
Subject 11 The thing that bothuhs me is when my mama/ Erey time
I come home from school she say you have any homework/
I say, "Naw" And so/ she says gone in the kitchen and
hang up yo clothes/ If she don't tell me that, she say
Gull git in dere an clean yp that room/ Erey time I
tell yuh to do something you don't wanna do it you do
it wron and so/ Den I went an cleaned up/ But today
I gotta do it agin/ Ereyday I clean up/ When I git
grown umma git a maid/ I mean it/
Subject 12 The thing that bothuhs me is when my mama me wash
dishes/ And den I take time washing dishes/ My mama
get em mixed up/ We spose to wash dishes/ We hafto
start all over/ And I be the first one starting
washing dishes/ My suster come in meddlin cause she
ain't got to wash/ Den I git mad/ Sometime I hit'er
den she holler/ Den mama gits me/ It don't hurt tho/
Subject 13 The thing that bothers me is my mama/ This Easter I
wanted a chicken and/ she said I don't want one or
them thangs in the house/ And we don't have no place
to keep him/ We hadta gie Spot away/ and so/ My daddy
say I could have rabbit/ We talked that ovah wid hur/
Uh uh Deborah you can't have no rabbit/ Jest one lil*
rabbit between all four of you/ Uh uh Deborah forget it/
Subject 14 The thing that bodders me is when I get home and I wonna
go out doze and play/ My mother don't be at home/ My
susters nem be gone off and I have to stay at home and
keep my little sister/ And den when they do come home
and I git ready to go out doors my mother comes home and
she say I can't go outdoors/ And den sometimes my brother
be in the house and she gits mad at me and make me do
evathang fur hur/ Sometime I kin go oudoze but not much/
I like outdoze cause we play/ At night time we come in/
Subject 15 The thing that bothers me is my lidle sustah/ When I be
puttin hur tuh bed she don wanna go/ Erey time I put huh
tuh bed she seying she wanna say huh preyers/ When she say
huh preyers she git doan an' ask fuh cookies/ And den I
pute'r back tuh bed she sey she wanna sey huh preyers agin/
I tell her she done sed hur preyers/ Den she git in the
bed and start holling Mama/ She is calling Mama Trina in
heah hittin me/ En mama sey Trina stop hittin that chile/
Den she cry in afterwhile she go to sleep/
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Subject 16 The thing that bothers me is my suster and my mama/
Erey time I go to town with my mama she always goes to
Rich's/ And when she go to one spot she goes to the
nex place and say she don't want anything And then/
she ccmes right back to it/ And my suster is always
hittin on me/ An Erey time I git ready to wash dishes
she always come in bothering me/ Las week I wash erey
day/ My sustah she wuz studying for a test/ Erey time
she spose to wash dishes she hasta do some thin/ I hate
washin' em/
Subject 17 The thing that git on my nerve is my suster and mama/
One day when I was outside playin and my mother be at
work my suste she come in the house and she git on the
sofer and mess it up/ And den erey time I clean up she
go back and mess it up agin/ So my mother she come home
and say Theresa who mest up the sofa/ And then I say Zee
Zee/ Zee Zee says you make me sick you old big ole
1,000 pigs/ I tell my mama/ My mother says what I tell
you bout calling her out her name/ She says I ain't gone
call her out no more/
Subject 18 What makes me mad is when my mama tells me to clean up/
She klways tell me when I clean up she say I don't do
a good job/ She tells me to hurry up/ I say you told me
to do a good job/ She says well just hurry up den/ Erey
time she be don* never say you done good/ Whut mem
Mama's so hard to please/ If I had when I git marry I
ain't gonna fuss/ Fussing is all she do/ Fuss Fuss Fuss/
I show would lakta tell hur to hush up/
Subject 19 The thank that bothers me is money cause/ I lak it and
uh I uh/ I has' all the money in the world I would uh I
uh/ I would but me a heap of thangs/ Furst I buy me a
hundred thousand shoes/ Den uh uh I git me four cars and-
and 1/ I goes to Califany and see everythang/ I but my
mama and susters a hodse and uh/ Den I giee Mrs, Collins
$50 and den uh uh/ I put some in de bank and uh/ that's
all/
Subject 20 The thing that bothers me is my two sisters and my cousin/
Yesterday I made $1,25 and so/ Reva my oldest sister she
came/ So when I got there I said Reva I made $1,25 and
you not getting any of it/ She said is all of it in
change/ And I said no/ I have one dollar two dimes and
a nickel/ She said Cecil lend me a quarter/ I pay you
back to ya out of my lunch money Friday everin/ And I
said I *ont trus you anymore cause las time you tole me
to buy you a pair of stockings that cos ,66/ You say when
you got home/ I premise I gie you ,66 for the stockings/
And when she come home I say Reva where is my ,62 for the
stockings/ You know how it is don't cha/ My little suster
laks to foller everywhere I go/ And so when I do something
wrong she comes right behind and does the same thing/
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Subject 21 When my mother go to the record shop to buy record/ I
tell her whut type of records to buy/ The first time
she go to the record shop I told hur to buy Tobacco
Road/ She bought that une/ Den I tell hur to buy
Mustang Sally/ I bought a boy over my house named Lil'
Pete/ I let him hear some/ When he listen to the
records he take his han and put it under the needle/
He stop the record from sanging with his fingernails/
I like the Beatles because they wuz the first men who
started this mess of wearing hair real long/ I like
long hair/
Subject-22 Dis summa afta school I'm goin down LaGrange/ A'm
goin to see my aunt and den and den we goin we goin
down in de country fur two weeks/ I likes it cost it
says de whole world is a stage and ev'body playing uh
part/ I likes Cassius Clay cost when he uh uh fight all
the time he uh always win/ Like when I gorgets his
name Mr, Red or somethin/ Like when him and him go to
fighting they uh Cassius Clay dropped him to do ground
one time/ And he got back up and hit Clay uh/ Hit a
flip and hit him up bove the eye/ His eye swollen up
and he couldn't hardly see out of his eye/ And den on
the uh fourth round when he got round there he couldn'
see Clay/ And Clay hit him on the same eye that wuz
swollen/ It swollen on up/ Den den Clay quit hitin him
in de eye/ His eye open back up/ He got Clay up against
the rope and start beating Clay in the stomach/
Subject 23 I likes it cost it's a good record/ I likes de whole
words in the Hold World is a stage/ Costs it sound like
some other rock n roll record music/ I like the Supremes
cost they was de first uh good singers/ They made uh lot
of good records and people like to sang/ And I likes the
Supremes and de Four Tops/ You kin dance good by the
Supremes/ I lak to see dem dance on television/ One
ovum is real pretty/ All ovum kin sing/
Subject 24 I like James Brown/ I like Joe Tex cause he sang "Tramp"
I like Otis Reddin' cause he sang Tramp/ When he be
singing he holler/ Joe Tex holler you call me tramp/ she
say "yea"/ He say okay if that't whut you want to call
me/ And den she I mean he just rare back and sang/ Did
you cry when uh James Brown quit singing/ Me too I show
wuz hurt/ I knows a boy what kin sang jes' lak him/
Subject 25 I laks James Brown cause he's a better sanger/ He would
have all the rock and roll records that he would like/
He was a real swinger/ A heapo' people lak a couple of
his dances/ I laks Marvin Gay cause he sang that song
bout I got sunshine on a rainy day/ He done made good
money/ He show his hip sometimes/ I gonna see him nex
time he come cause hu'h/ Last time when he wuz here my
mama she went/ and she took my big suster wid hur/
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Subject 26 I thing that children should not eat candy in de class¬
room/ When you doing your work you can’t hardly
concentrate on the mind what you are writing or doing/
If she ask you a question and you have candy in your
mouth she might take it/ You know she might put in
her desk/ She might eat it her own self/ Cause while
chewing candy uh it gets on your mind what you going
to buy nex time/ You: can chew yo candy all the time
out doze/ You can have a lot of time to it/ Soon
someone come in the do with candy they say so and so
gi(v)e me seme/ If you be chewing candy don’t chew it
in the room/
Subject 27 The bes’ day ov my life for me wuz when Mr, Troup caried
out to Grady Stadium to run track to see if we wuz going
to New York/ So when they called fu the 440 relay uh
gulls 11 and under that was fur to start practicin/ Well
den we went but dere and I had to run las/ And so the
next time they call the 440 relay fah de heat/ I comes
in first and uh/ All the girls running at Ware 11 and
under they got a medal/ So uh Miss McGuire came to Ware
and helped us practice fur two weeks/ When school be out
we gonna practice ereyday/ Miss Hamilton she will go to
New York wid us/ I ain't never been to New York/
Subject 28 One summer I went out to my ainies house to spend the
night and uh/ During de day I wux sitting on the porch
playing a game with some uv my friends/ and it wuz a
grapevine overhead/ And a snake fell out of de tree/
I was fixing to git up and my aunt jest told me to sit
dere cause it probably wouldn’t bite me/ It wasn poison/
So I was still scared and I jest sit there and let it
crawl around about 10 minutes till it crawled out/ And
den when it crawled out I wuz scared/ And another time
when I went to Altoona Beach/ By the beach and it was one
snake/ and it crawled across me and two more gulls/ Then
it went into de water/
Subject 29 Saturday we went to bowling out there by Chapel Forrest/
We had to divide up in groups from 11 on down to uh and
13 and 14 on down and so uh den/ De man said uh he put
us in de groups/ And so he told us to come out dere
ewa Satday to practice and/ He said uh the best ball
for girls to start picking up is 10 pounds/ and uh I
picked up a ten pound n and knocked down all the pins/
I tried the 13 pound ball/ And so when I was bowling I
slipped and fell/ My daddy he came home on furlough/
He took us over our grandmother house/ We’all gonna
visit him this summer/
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Subject 30 Tomorrow we is gonna see my Mother/ She hada stroke
satday/ Uh me and my suster/ We stay over my aines/
My neice she stay wid hur othah gramma/ And she gonna
come back when my mama git bettah uh she say/ She don’
likta stay dere/ My mama she is real sick and so/ I
mean the doctors say she gonna git well/ I sho will be
glad when she come home/ I cry when she lef/ She wuz
so sick/ I hope she ain't gonna die/
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